
question answer page
Who is the author of Fish in a Tree? Lynda Mullaly Hunt cover
What was Ally Nickerson’s teacher’s name? Mrs. Hall 1
What shirt did Albert wear every day? A dark T-shirt that said Flint. 2
What did Ally like to do a lot? Draw 2
How many schools had Ally attended in seven 
years?

seven

p1-p2 
What problems did Ally have with reading and 
writing?

Her writing was messy, lots of spelling 
mistakes, she got headaches, the letters 
moved around. p.2-p.3

What was the name of the principal at Ally’s 
school?

Mrs. Silver

5
What one word did Ally Nickerson write over 
and over on her paper?

Why?

5
What did Jessica’s dad do for work? He owned a florist shop 6
What book character did Ally dress up as for 
Halloween?

Alice in Wonderland

7
Why did Ally love the book, Alice in 
Wonderland?

Her grandfather read it to her before she 
died. 7

What did Suki have a collection of at school 
that she held when she was nervous?

Wooden blocks her grandfather made.

8
Why did Ally get in trouble for the card she 
gave to Mrs. Hall before she left on 
maternity leave?

It was a sympathy card.

9
Why did Ally give Mrs. Hall the sympathy 
card?

She thought the yellow flowers on it were 
pretty and would make Mrs. Hall happy. 10

In what grade was Ally? Sixth 11
What did Ally name the book she drew 
pictures in?

The Sketchbook of Impossible Things

11
What did Ally think was the craziest, 
strangest, most unbelievable thing she could 
ever draw?

Herself doing something right.

12
Why didn’t Ally admit she didn’t know the card 
she gave to Mrs. Hall was a sympathy card?

She didn’t want to admit she couldn’t read it 
and have them think she was dumb.

13



What was the name of the substitute for 
Mrs. Hall?

Mr. Daniels

14
What restaurant did Ally’s mom work in? A.C. Petersen Farms 16
On what street was A.C. Petersen Farms 
restaurant?

Park Road

16
Why did Ally and her family move around so 
much?

Her dad was in the military

19
What animal did Ally mistakenly call macaroni? manatee

22
How fast can a manatee swim? Up to twenty miles an hour 22
What was Ally’s brother’s name? Travis 24
What did Ally’s grandpa and dad ask her and 
Travis about the day they were having?

Whether it was a silver dollar day (good) or a 
wooden nickel (bad) one 24

What did Travis want to name his own shop? Nickerson Restoration 26
What did Ally name her imaginary pet llama? Butch Cassidy 26
What were Travis and Ally both good at in 
school?

Math, numbers, and money

30
What did Ally’s grandpa and dad take her and 
Travis to look for?

coins

30
What special coins did the Nickersons 
sometimes find in coin shops?

Buffalo nickels, Mercury dimes, or Indian 
head pennies 30

What did Travis do when he was nervous? Brushed his chin with his knuckle 31
What did Travis do at the coin shop that his 
dad told him never to do?

Show his money

31
What kind of coins did Travis want to buy? Liberty coins 31
What did the coin store man tell Travis about 
the penny he tried to sell to Travis for 75 
dollars?

That it was flawed, making it more valuable 
than a regular coin.

32
Why was the penny smaller than normal 
pennies?

It had been dipped in nitric acid.

32
What coin did Travis buy for $40? A 1933 Walking Liberty half dollar 33
What coin did Travis buy for Ally? A Mercury dime 33
What was Travis’s Dad’s rule for buying coins? Offer 20% less than what they offer.

33



Why did Travis choose the Walking Liberty 
half dollar and Mercury dime to buy?

They were both minted in 1933, the year 
their grandpa was born. 34

What did Travis say you could do if people had 
low expectations of you?

Use it to your advantage

34
What was on Mr. Daniels’ tie the day Ally 
first met him?

planets

36
What did Alberts hair remind Ally of? A bird’s nest 36
What did Mr. Daniels call his students? Fantasticos 38
What math game did Mr. Daniels do with his 
students?

Bus Driver

39
What excuse did Ally give for not liking to 
write?

She said it was boring

41
What room number was Mr. Daniels’ room? Room 206 42
What was Shay’s horse’s name? Diamond 43
What did Jessica share with the class to 
represent herself?

A picture of Shay

43
Why did Oliver bring a lightbulb to share with 
the class?

His dad sold lamps

44
What did Oliver say he was going to sell when 
he grew up?

hangers

44
What is a mixture of two parts hydrogen and 
one part oxygen molecules?

water

45
What did Keisha Almond bring to share with 
the class?

A cupcake

46
What did Keisha Almond want to do when she 
grew up?

Start her own bakery called Hidden 
Messages 47

What was special about Keisha’s cupcakes? She spelled words inside of them. 47
What was Keisha’s slogan going to be for her 
bakery?

Hidden Messages - the batter way to send a 
note 47

What two Japanese foods did Suki bring to 
share with the class?

Hone-senbei and wasabi peas

48
What did Suki think of American food? It was bland 50
What were the crackers made from that Suki 
brought to share with the class?

Shrimp and fish bones

51
What did Ally bring to share with the class? A 1943 steel penny her dad had given her. 51



Why did 1943 steel pennies look weird? They were silver because they were made of 
steel instead of copper. 51

Why did the government make pennies of 
steel instead of copper in 1943?

They needed the copper to make ammunition 
during World War 2. 51

What did Mr. Daniels do to signal to Oliver 
that he needed to stop doing something?

He pulled on his ear.

52
What did Mr. Daniels say he would never do to 
his students’ journals?

Correct their work or grade them

54
What did Ally draw in her journal the first 
day they had to write in them?

A 3 dimensional cube with dark black sides

55
Why did Ally draw a 3 dimensional cube with 
dark black sides?

It was a dark room where no one could see 
her 56

What kind of food did Ally tell Keisha she 
loved?

eggs

59
Where did Ally say was the scariest place on 
the planet?

The school cafeteria

60
What did Shay, Jessica, and some other girls 
all have that matched?

Woven friendship bracelets

60
Why did Albert cut out the back of his 
sneakers?

So he wouldn’t have to spend money on new 
ones because he wanted to spend his money 
on a chemistry set. 61

What did Ally do that made Shay happy and 
Ally feel terrible?

She made fun of Albert’s shoes

62
Why did Albert say red was not a wise color? It’s the color of stop lights and signs, bad 

wounds, warning lights, and severe sunburns, 
red alerts, and high fever, a loss in 
accounting, and a color that represents 
danger

63-63
What was the name of the space ship on Star 
Trek?

The Enterprise

63
What did Albert notice about any crew 
member on Star Trek after they wore a red 
shirt?

They never appeared in another episode

63
What was the first picture Keisha saw that 
Ally drew in her sketch book?

A pigeon wedding

65



What did Max call their music teacher, Mrs. 
Muldoon?

Minefield Muldoon

70
Why did Mrs. Muldoon take away Keisha’s 
flowers?

Keisha touched them and caused one of the 
buds to fall off. 73

What did Ally do that started her and 
Keisha’s friendship?

She tore apart her own bouquet of flowers 
so she could give half of them to Keisha. 74

Who was Ally in a group with to guess the 
mystery object in the boxes?

Max, Suki, Oliver, and Jessica

76
What did Oliver always smell like? Graham crackers 77
What are lacrosse balls made of? rubber 78
What did Ally figure out that none of Mr. 
Daniels’ other student ever figured out with 
the mystery boxes?

He had tied two glue sticks together inside 
and taped the ends of the strings to the 
sides of the box so they would hang in the 
middle. 81

What did Mr. Daniels do that no teacher had 
ever done before to Ally after she figured 
out the mystery box?

He high fived her

81
What was written inside the cupcake Keisha 
gave to Ally?

wow

86
How did Ally get out of writing a story in 
class?

Put her arm in a sling and said she tripped 
over her cat on the stairs and fell. 88

What did Ally say her cat’s name was? Pork Chop 89
What did Albert’s dad want to do, instead of 
getting a ‘real job’?

Make his mark on mankind with one of his 
inventions 93

Why was the train on the Island of Misfit 
Toys considered a misfit?

It had square wheels.

94
Why was the cowboy on the Island of Misfit 
Toys considered a misfit?

He rode a cowboy instead of a horse

94
What did Ally find out about the word ‘Flint’ 
when she Google searched it?

It’s a place in Michigan, a kind of rock, 
something people use to light fires, a 
material arrowheads are made of, and a type 
of sneaker 98

Why did Albert always wear a Flint shirt? Flint was a character who was an immortal 
genius on Star Trek, season three, episode 
#19. 98



What did the immortal genius, Flint, do on 
Star Trek, season three, episode #19?

He went to his own planet and put up 
barriers so no one would sense life on the 
planet, and had only robots for company. 99

Why did Mr. Daniels send Albert to talk to 
the school psychologist?

He worried that Albert’s bruises were 
inflicted by his parents. 102

Why did Albert say it was illogical to think his 
parents hurt him?

They wouldn’t even hurt insects or spiders, 
so they wouldn’t hurt their own son. 102

How did Albert get all the bruises he always 
had on him?

A group of boys beat him up regularly

102
Why didn’t Albert hit back when the boys 
beat him up?

He didn’t believe in violence

103
Why did immigrants on Ellis Island spread ice 
cream on their toast?

They thought it was butter.

103
Why did Albert call the boys who beat him up 
fire ants?

They were small beings that could become 
overwhelming 104

Why was Shay so mean to Ally? On Ally’s second day at the school, she 
thought Shay had taken and eaten her 
cheese crackers, so she grabbed Shay’s 
piece of cake and ate it--but really Ally had 
her crackers in her pocket.

106
What did Travis’s car look like? Big, green, like a pickle with tires 109
What did Travis do with the Walking Liberty 
half dollar he bought?

Hung it from the rearview mirror of his car

110
What church was on Farmington Avenue? St. Thomas Church 110
What did Shay see Ally doing when she was 
riding with Travis in his car?

Pulling a rope to make the windshield wipers 
work. 111

What did Ally say was the difference 
between an older brother and a big brother?

An older brother is just older; a big brother 
looks out of you and smiles when he sees you

113
Why didn’t Albert have to go to Shay’s 
birthday party?

He got the invitation out of the mailbox 
before his mother saw it. 115

Why didn’t Keisha have to go to Shay’s 
birthday party?

Her family was visiting her grandmother

115
What is the bubonic plague also called? The black plague 115
Where was Shay’s party? Butterfly Gardens 116



Why do some butterflies have a giant do on 
each wing?

It’s an adaptation to make other animals 
think they are eyes and scare them 116

Why did lots of butterflies come and land on 
Ally?

She was wearing an orange shirt

116
What did the Native American story Albert 
told say about butterflies?

The Native Americans believed butterflies 
were wish givers and if you caught a 
butterfly and whispered your wish to it and 
set it free, your wish would come true 117

What happened when Shay caught the 
butterfly?

It fell on the ground and the lady got mad at 
her. 117

What did Albert tell Ally about butterfly 
wings?

It’s a myth that a butterfly won’t be able to 
fly if you touch its wings….the powder on 
their wings is scales and they shed and grow 
back. 119

What did Albert tell Shay about the color 
purple?

It was the color of royalty because it was 
the hardest and most expensive color to 
make because it was made of snail snot. 120

How many Murex brandaris snails did they 
have to collect in medieval times to collect 
enough slime to make one purple cloak?

Three thousand

121
What did Ally do to help her remember 
vocabulary words?

Made mind movies about them

122
What was Ally’s one important rule in the 
classroom?

Lie low -- say ‘I don’t know’ if called on, even 
if she did know the answer. 122

Why did Ally volunteer to explain the 
difference between ‘alone’ and ‘lonely’?

She was an expert on those words

123
How did Ally explain the difference between 
‘alone’ and ‘lonely’?

Alone is being by yourself, and can be good or 
bad; lonely isn’t a choice and it's sad. 123

What did Ally say was the worst kind of 
lonely?

When you’re in a room full of people but 
you’re still alone. 124

What would Oliver do if he were Aquaman? Summon piranhas to take Shay away. 127
Who did Ally choose as the fictional character 
she looked up to?

Roy G. Biv

128



Who is Roy G. Biv It’s an acronym to remember the colors of 
the color spectrum - Red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo, violet 128

What did Mr. Daniels say about Ally after she 
chose Roy G. Biv as the fictional character 
she looked up to?

She could think out of the box and was a 
world-changer

129
What did each angle on the color wheel Ally 
made have to be for it have seven equal pie 
pieces?

51 degrees

130
What tool did Ally use to make her color 
wheel?

A protractor

130
What did Ally prove with the color wheel she 
created?

That when you mix all the colors of the 
spectrum together, you got white 130

Who did Oliver want to give Ally’s color wheel 
to?

His bus driver who liked rainbows

131
What did Ally find out about the friendship 
bracelets?

Shay made them and sold them for $3 each -- 
she didn’t give them for free to her friends.

131
What did Ally win in class that Ally believed 
was a pity away, rather than a real award?

The first annual Fantastico Poetry Award for 
the poem she wrote 133

Who did Keisha say looked at her as 
different?

People who see with the wrong eyes.

139
What makes human skin darker? melanin 139
What word did Ally spell with cookie dough 
inside a cupcake?

cow

143
What did Albert really miss drinking? milk 143
What game did Mr. Daniels teach Ally? Chess 147
How did Ally know about the game of chess? From the book Alice in Wonderland, Through 

the Looking Glass 147
What did Mr. Daniels do for Ally to convince 
her to play chess with him?

He excused her from homework.

148
Where did Ally’s class go for a field trip? The Noah Webster House 150
What did Ally and the other kids pick up as 
they walked to the Noah Webster house?

acorns

150
What did Ally name the acorn she picked up? Pierre 150



Where is the Eiffel Tower, where Ally’s 
grandfather told her he was going to take 
her?

France

150
Why did Albert collect a bunch of acorns? He was worried about the moss on them 

being fungus and was going to do research on 
them. 152

What common saying came from people 
sleeping on mattresses lifted off the floor 
with ropes so they would be away from bugs?

Sleep tight, don’t let the bedbugs bite

152
Who had theories about time travel? Albert Einstein 153
What did Noah Webster create? The first American spellers and dictionaries

153
How long did it take Noah Webster to write a 
dictionary?

20 years

153
What did students in colonial times use in 
place of paper and pencils?

Chalkboards and chalk

154
What did students have to wear as a 
punishment for misbehavior in schools toward 
the end of Noah Webster’s life?

Dunce caps

154
What did Shay draw on a chalkboard at the 
field trip to Noah Webster’s house?

A dunce cap with Ally’s name on it.

154
Where did Mr. Daniels find Ally after she ran 
out of the Noah Webster house?

Swinging on the swing set

155
Where did Mr. Daniel’s family go where his 
brother and he loved to write in the sand on 
the beach?

Maine

156
What did Mr. Daniels tell Ally she had that 
made it hard for her to read?

dyslexia

157
Who was the reading consultant at Ally’s 
school?

Miss Kessler

160
How does the saying, “If you judge a fish on 
its ability to climb a tree…” end?

It will spend its whole life thinking that it’s 
stupid. 159

What is the game of Chess about? Planning...thinking ahead 161
What is the object of Chess? To trap your opponent’s king, but not capture 

it. 161



What does a chess player say when they can 
trap the other players’ king?

check

161
What does a chess player say when they can 
trap the other player’s king, and there is no 
way the other player can avoid it?

Check mate

161
Which piece is the most powerful piece on a 
chessboard?

The queen

162
How many pawns are on one side of a 
chessboard?

eight

162
What did Mr. Daniels say was a mistake that 
many chess players made?

Taking their pawns for granted.

162
Which chess piece looks like a castle? The rooks 162
Which way can rooks travel in chess? Forward, backward, and side-to-side 162
Which way can bishops travel in chess? diagonally 162
Which chess piece travels in L-shaped moves? The knights

162
Which chess piece can only move one spot in 
any direction?

The king

162
What is it called in chess when you put your 
piece in a place where it can choose between 
taking two different pieces, so your opponent 
has to choose which one to let go?

A fork

163
Why was Ally so good at chess? She could see what the board would look like 

a few moves ahead 163
Why couldn’t Ally and Mr. Daniels play chess 
on Tuesday or Thursday?

He was taking classes to get a degree in 
special ed. 165

How did Mr. Daniels say Ally could help him 
with his school work?

By letting him help her after school with 
reading. 165

How many senses do people have and what are 
they?

Five - taste, smell, sight, hearing, and touch

166
What did Mr. Daniels have Ally write words in, 
instead of paper and pencil?

Shaving cream

167
What computer program did Ally and her 
family use to communicate with her father 
overseas?

Skype

168



Why did Travis have to work with a new boss 
in the garage that made him follow the 
manuals?

His old boss was out with back surgery

171
What word did Mr. Daniels write on a paper 
and give to Ally for her to tear in half?

impossible

175
What was Albert’s mothers’ name? Audrey Dubois 179
Why did Albert know there was nothing in the 
refrigerator in his home?

It hadn’t been plugged in for a week.

179
Why did Albert say it would be better to be 
in a tank of water with a killer whale than with 
a stonefish?

In the wild, killer whales never attack 
people; stonefish is more dangerous with 13 
venomous spines 184

What did Ally’s grandpa say about eggs and 
words?

Be careful because neither can ever be 
fixed. 184

How did the substitute teacher embarrass 
Ally in front of everyone in her class?

She announced aloud that Ally didn’t have to 
write--she could just draw a picture. 186

What did Ally tell the substitute teacher she 
had drawn when the teacher saw the paper 
was blank?

A ghost in a blizzard

186
What did the note say that Ally had Keisha 
help her write to Mr. Daniels after the 
substitute teacher embarrassed her?

I’m never reading after school or playing 
chess with you ever again. Not ever.

188
Which chess piece did Ally see as Keisha? A bishop--tall, powerful, able to move across 

the whole chessboard in one move. 191
Which chess piece did Ally see as Albert? The king - valuable, but unable to move more 

than one space at a time. 191
Which chess piece did Ally see as herself? The knight - the best piece for catching 

opponents in a fork 191
Which chess piece did Ally see as the Shay? The queen - the most powerful piece 191
Once in a while, what happens to a pawn? It becomes a queen 192
How can you get the wolf, the chicken, and the 
grain across the river to the other side 
without losing any of them?

Take the chicken across, then bring the grain 
across but bring the chicken BACK with you, 
then bring the wolf across, then go back and 
get the chicken again. 196

Who did Shay nominate to run against her in 
the election for class president?

Ally Nickerson

199



What did the sign say that Albert made for 
Ally’s campaign?

Ally is your Ally. Give her your vot!

202
What is a homonym? Words with the same spelling, but different 

sounds and meanings. 203
What is an ally? Someone who is on your side. 203
What are the three primary colors? Yellow, blue, and red 203
What kind of tie did Mr. Daniels wear on the 
day of the election for class president?

A George Washington tie

204
What empty promises did Shay make in her 
campaign speech?

Extra recesses, longer snack times, new 
bigger lockers 205

Who did Ally promise to listen to in her 
campaign speech?

Everyone--not just her friends

206
What upset Shay about the election for class 
president?

Mr. Daniels had them do a secret ballot 
instead of raising their hands publicly. 206

What did Ally hear when she left school the 
day of the election?

Shay’s mom yelling at her for losing the 
election. 209

Whose name was signed at the bottom of the 
note Ally found in an envelope on her desk?

Max

212
What did Max always wear? Red-and-white football jerseys 212
What did Shay say she would have started at 
school if she had been elected?

A horseback riding club

214
What did the letter from Max ask Ally to do? Meet him for lunch.

215
Who really wrote the love letter to Ally, 
pretending it was from Max?

Shay and Jessica

216
What would Albert choose if he could have an 
unlimited amount of something?

antibiotics

218
What would Oliver choose if he could have an 
unlimited amount of something?

Scotch tape

219
What did Oliver like to do with Elmer’s glue? Cover his hands with it, peel it off, and tell 

his mom it was skin. 219
Why did Oliver want tape and glue? To make notes for his little sister who had 

been sick and in the hospital for a long time. 220
What does ‘unique’ mean? Different from all the others, special 220



What is E. Coli? A dangerous bacteria 220
Why did Oliver freak out and yell at Shay? She stepped on an ant. 221
What did the shirts say that Ally and Keisha 
made to go with Alberts?

Steel and Magnesium

223
What would flint, steel, and magnesium do 
together?

Set the world on fire

224
What book did Ally do her 3 dimensional book 
report on?

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing

225
What criticism did Shay make about Ally’s 3 
dimensional book report?

There was a picture with soldiers in it 
hanging on the wall of the model house she 
made, and there weren’t any soldiers in the 
book. 226

What did Ally’s dad do in the army? Captain with the tank division 227
What did Mr. Daniels have on his tie the 
morning of the book reports?

books

227
Why did Mr. Daniels put colored plastics 
sheets over Ally’s computer screen?

To lessen her headaches when she read.

230
Why did Albert used to call Ally the Flying 
Tiger?

She tried to make people think the opposite 
about her than who she really was. 233

Who were the Flying Tigers? American pilots in China that flew planes with 
shark teeth on the nose. 233

Why did the Flying Tigers repaint their planes 
every few missions?

So the Japanese would think they had more 
planes than they really did. 233

Why did Albert give people nicknames? He liked analogies because they interested 
him and helped him understand. 233

Why did Albert think of Keisha as the Baby? When she was quiet, she was listening and 
learning, but when she wanted something she 
was loud and usually got what she wanted.

234
What nickname did Albert have for himself? The Elephant because he was a pachyderm--

an animal with thick skin. 235
Who invented the light bulb? Thomas Edison 237
Who invented the telephone? Alexander Graham Bell 237
Who started the Ford Motor Company and 
perfected the moving assembly line?

Henry Ford

237



How did Ally learn about inventors? Her mom bought her a Schoolhouse Rock 
DVD. 237

When was Albert Einstein born? March 14, 1879. 238
What scientific fields was Albert Einstein 
known for?

Physics, math, and philosophy

238
Who was the inventor who was also the artist 
who painted the Mona Lisa?

Leonardo da Vinci

238
Who was Pablo Picasso? A famous painter 238
Who was Patricia Polacco? An illustrator and author 238
Who is Whoopi Goldberg? A comedian and actress 238
Who is Henry Winkler? A famous actor and author who played the 

Fonz in Happy Days 238
Who is Muhammad Ali A world heavyweight champion boxer 239
Who was the 35th president of the United 
States?

John F. Kennedy

239
Who was the prime minister of England during 
World War 2?

Winston Churchill

239
Who created Mickey Mouse? Walt Disney 239
Why was Albert Einstein kicked out of school? He couldn’t memorize the months of the 

year, he had trouble tying his shoes, and he 
was thought to be a slow learner 239

What did one of Walt Disney’s teachers say 
about him?

That he wasn’t creative enough

240
Which famous inventor was Travis similar to? Henry Ford 240
How did Henry Ford build his first car? By building a motor and putting it between 

two bicycles. 240
What was inscribed on the paper weight Mr. 
Daniels gave to Ally?

Never, never, never quit. Winston Churchill.

242
What did Oliver think having dyslexia did? Made people see everything backwards 244
What did all the famous people with dyslexia 
demonstrate?

Grit -- sticking with it in spite of difficulty, 
failing but trying again 245

What was the one thing Albert told Shay she 
never called him?

dumb

247
What letters did Albert tell Shay he saw 
backwards?

O, I, T, A, M, V, X, U -- all letters that look 
the same in either direction 247



What did Suki give to Ally? A wooden A her grandfather carved 249
What happened when Ally tried to be nice and 
talk to Shay when she was all alone?

Shay said they should call her Alley Cat and 
told her to go away. 252

What was the one thing that finally made 
Albert fight back against the boys?

When they hurt Alley and Keisha and he 
protected them. 256

How did the Teddy Bear get its name? One of President Teddy Roosevelt’s friends 
tied a bear to a tree to make it easier for 
him to shoot, but he set it free. 258

What did the poster in Mrs. Silver’s office 
say?

Sometimes the bravest thing you can do is 
ask for help. - C. Connors 261

What did Mr. Daniels give to Ally, that she 
later gave to her brother, Travis?

The word ‘possible’ written on a piece of 
paper 265


